We performed genome-wide tests for association between haplotype clusters and each of 9 metabolic traits in a cohort of 5402 Northern Finnish individuals genotyped for 330 000 single-nucleotide polymorphisms. The metabolic traits were body mass index, C-reactive protein, diastolic blood pressure, glucose, high-density lipoprotein (HDL), insulin, low-density lipoprotein (LDL), systolic blood pressure, and triglycerides. Haplotype clusters were determined using Beagle. There were LDL-associated clusters in the chromosome 4q13.3-q21.1 region containing the albumin (ALB) and platelet factor 4 (PF4) genes. This region has not been associated with LDL in previous genome-wide association studies. The most significant haplotype cluster in this region was associated with 0.488 mmol/l higher LDL (95% CI: 0.361-0.615 mmol/l, P-value: 6.4 Â 10 À14 ). We also observed three previously reported associations: Chromosome 16q13 with HDL, chromosome 1p32. 
INTRODUCTION
The identification of genetic factors that influence quantitative traits such as low-density lipoprotein (LDL) has clinical importance. For example, higher LDL levels are associated with increased risk of cardiovascular health disease, and the discovery of the association between PCSK9 mutations and LDL led to the development of PCSK9 inhibitors as a novel class of LDL-reducing drugs. 1 Notably, in the cohort study that found the LDL-associated PCSK9 mutations, each mutation was present in fewer than 2% of study individuals. 2 The standard single-SNP analysis commonly employed in genome-wide association studies (GWAS) has low power for detecting such low frequency causal variants. By employing haplotypic analysis in combination with single-SNP analysis, we can improve power above that of single-SNP analysis alone for detecting causal variants with low minor allele frequency. 3 The standard approach for association analysis of genome-wide single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) array data in population samples is to test each SNP individually for association with the trait. This approach can have high power to detect an ungenotyped causal variant when the causal variant is common and correlated with one or more genotyped variants on the array. However, the single-SNP approach has lower power to detect low frequency ungenotyped causal variants. 3 To improve power for low frequency variants, one could impute them and test for association with the trait, but imputation of low frequency variants suffers from poor accuracy. 4 Moreover, variants that are unique to the population of interest cannot be imputed, unless there exists a reference panel drawn from that population.
An alternative to single-SNP association analysis is to perform tests of association between haplotypes and the trait. When a new variant arises in a population, it occurs on a specific haplotype, which is transmitted with the variant from generation to generation. Over time, the haplotype background is shortened by recombinations around the new variant, but since rare variants are usually of relatively recent origin, the correlation between the haplotype in the local genomic region around the variant and the variant itself is usually still strong. A haplotype can therefore serve as a proxy for a rare variant. One would then expect a haplotypic test to have higher power than a single-marker test for detecting an ungenotyped low frequency causal variant. Indeed, a previous simulation study suggests that multimarker tests can have higher power than single-marker tests, 5 and a previous genome-wide haplotypic study found a gene cluster associated with coronary artery disease that was not found with genome-wide SNP testing. 6 One haplotype association test with appealing properties is the Beagle haplotype cluster test. 3, 7 Unlike window-based methods that define haplotypes in a window of a specified number of genotyped variants, the Beagle haplotype cluster test is not confined to windows, but at each genomic location, clusters together locally similar haplotypes. This local clustering avoids the need to define an arbitrary window length, allowing the effective window length for clustering to vary by genomic position, depending on the local linkage disequilibrium (LD) between genotyped variants. The Beagle haplotype cluster test has previously been applied to case-control data. 7, 8 Here, we extend the methodology to analyze quantitative traits.
One disadvantage of the Beagle haplotype cluster test in casecontrol data is that the test is very sensitive to genotype errors. It is common for case and control data to be collected separately, with differences in DNA collection and storage. These differences result in differential genotype error, so that apparent haplotypes may arise at frequencies differing between cases and controls, resulting in spurious associations. 8 In contrast, in population cohort samples one does not expect genotype quality to be correlated with trait values, so spurious associations due to genotype error are unlikely to occur. Nevertheless, care needs to be taken to ensure that such effects are not present.
In this study, we test for association between nine metabolic traits and haplotype clusters in data from the North Finland Birth Cohort. We compare the results with those from single-SNP analysis of the same data and with single-SNP analysis of the same traits in other populations.
MATERIALS AND METHODS Data
We analyze genotypes, metabolic traits, and other measurements from the Northern Finland Birth Cohort (NFBC), a sample of 5402 individuals from Northern Finland who were born in 1966. The data were downloaded from dbGaP (accession number phs000276). All measurements were taken when participants were 31 years old. The 5402 individuals were typed at 320 959 autosomal SNPs and 9581 X-chromosome SNPs, using an Illumina Infinium SNP array. Quantitative metabolic traits were body mass index (BMI), C-reactive protein (CRP), diastolic blood pressure (DBP), fasting glucose (Glucose), high-density lipoprotein (HDL), fasting insulin (insulin), low-density lipoprotein (LDL), systolic blood pressure (SBP), and triglycerides (TG) (Supplementary Table S1 ). Other measured variables were sex (male or female), oral contraceptive pill usage, pregnancy status, diabetes medication usage, whether weight was self-reported and fasting status (Supplementary Table S2 ). Methods of trait measurement were published previously. 9 Before testing for association, we estimated haplotype phase using Beagle. 10 Excluding 503 close relatives identified previously, 11 we used Beagle version 4 revision r780 to phase genotypes, resulting in 4899 individuals phased at all 330 540 SNPs. We then used Beagle 3.3.2 with default settings to cluster the haplotypes at each SNP position. 3 At each SNP position, the set of haplotype clusters is a partition of the set of haplotypes (that is, chromosomes), and each haplotype is a member of exactly one haplotype cluster. For each haplotype cluster at a SNP position, we defined a pseudomarker variable that gave the number (0, 1, or 2) of an individual's two haplotypes belonging to the cluster. A haplotype cluster at one SNP position can consist of the same set of haplotypes as a haplotype cluster at another SNP position. In this case, the two pseudomarkers defined by the haplotype clusters are perfectly correlated, and we say that the pseudomarkers represent the same haplotype cluster. Autosomal pseudomarkers were used to perform regressions in R, described later in this section.
To control for population structure, we used the first 10 eigenvectors as covariates in our regression analysis. To determine eigenvectors, we first used Plink to obtain a pruned set of SNPs in approximate linkage equilibrium with each other. The option used was '-indep-pairwise 50 5 0.5' , which accomplished the following: for each window of 50 SNPs, with windows spaced 5 SNPs apart, Plink calculated the linkage disequilibrium measure r 2 between each pair of SNPs in the window and removed one SNP of each pair that had r 2 greater than 0.5. 12 Using this pruned set of SNPs typed at 4899 individuals as input to the smartpca program from Eigensoft version 4.2, we obtained 10 eigenvectors. The smartpca program implements the Eigenstrat method. 13 By default, it iteratively calculates 10 preliminary eigenvectors corresponding to 10 largest eigenvalues and removes any individual with an element of a preliminary eigenvector 46 SD values away from the mean of the elements of the preliminary eigenvector. After all iterations, 11 outlier individuals were removed.
Regression analyses
For each of the nine metabolic traits, and for each haplotype cluster, we regressed Trait onto Cluster, adjusting for Sex, Pills, and 10 eigenvectors. The regression model was
with E(e) ¼ 0 and Var(e) ¼ s 2 . Cluster is the number of an individual's two haplotypes that belong to the haplotype cluster being tested and takes values 0, 1, or 2. Sex takes value 0 for female and 1 for male. Pill is an indicator for taking oral contraceptive pills, encoded 0 for not taking and 1 for taking. The first 10 eigenvectors from Eigenstrat are E i , i ¼ 1, y, 10. All regressions were performed in R using the lm function with P-values obtained from the summary function. Only autosomal pseudomarkers were tested. To avoid obtaining a significant P-value due to a non-normal trait, we tested only pseudomarkers representing haplotype clusters containing haplotypes from more than eight individuals. For certain traits, we transformed the trait before performing regression. For CRP, BMI, TG, Insulin, and Glucose, the transformed trait was log 10 (trait). For CRP, values of 0 were changed to one-half of the detection limit (0.002 mg/l) before log transformation. Traits were winsorized so that values 44 SD above the mean were set to 4 SD above the mean, and values o4 SD below the mean were set to 4 SD below the mean. Regression was not performed on haplotype clusters that had only one haplotype belonging to the cluster.
We excluded 27 individuals taking diabetes medication and 199 pregnant women from the regression analyses for all nine traits. For BMI, we included only individuals with direct weight measurements, excluding 170 individuals whose weights were measured by mail inquiry. For TG, insulin, glucose, HDL, and LDL, we excluded 228 individuals not fasting at the time of measurement. Individuals with missing values for any variable in a regression model were excluded from the corresponding regression analysis (Supplementary Tables S1  and S2 ). After exclusions, the following numbers of individuals were included in the traits' regression analyses: 4418 people for TG, 4472 for HDL, 4406 for LDL, 4590 for CRP, 4409 for glucose, 4387 for insulin, 4530 for BMI, 4579 for SBP, and 4573 for DBP.
Significance
A haplotype cluster was considered significant if it contained haplotypes from more than eight individuals and had a P-value less than the Bonferronicorrected threshold of 6.92 Â 10 À10 , which accounts for the 72 262 826 total number of pseudomarkers tested in this study, across the genome and across traits. This Bonferroni correction based on the number of tested pseudomarkers is conservative due to LD and due to multiple pseudomarkers representing the same haplotype cluster. Clusters with eight or fewer individuals having haplotypes belonging to the cluster were not considered statistically significant because the significance of small clusters could be driven by non-normality of the trait.
To gauge the novelty of the HDL and LDL signals, we identified previous GWAS results for HDL and LDL. From the catalog of published genome-wide association studies (see Online Resources), 14 we identified the HDL and LDL GWAS meta-analyses with the greatest number of individuals. 15 These metaanalyses involved individuals of European descent, including NFBC individuals, with 99 900 individuals in the HDL analysis and 95 454 individuals in the LDL analysis.
To find genes near an association and order them by distance from the association, we identified gene transcripts in a trait-associated region using the UCSC Table Browser . We defined an association's position as the mean position of SNPs that correspond to pseudomarkers with smallest P-value in a trait-associated region. We defined each gene's distance from an association as the minimum distance from the association to a base in any of the gene's transcripts. cM positions were calculated from hg18 bp positions using linear interpolation and the HapMap genetic map. 16 The LiftOver program with chain file hg18ToHg19.over.chain.gz was used to convert hg18 positions to hg19 positions to calculate a gene's distance from the association in hg19 base pairs (see Online Resources).
Defining a haplotype cluster
We used the cluster2haps.jar program (see Online Resources) to identify sequences of alleles that define the most significantly associated haplotype cluster. We identified a set of allele sequences that are found only on the haplotypes in the most significantly associated haplotype cluster.
Comparison of single-SNP tests and haplotype cluster tests
A single-SNP analysis previously performed on these data did not find two of the regions that haplotype cluster tests found to be associated with LDL. 9 The main regression model in the previous SNP analysis differed slightly from the regression model in the haplotype cluster analysis. Different variables represented population structure, and a factor variable defined by combinations of Sex and Pills values was used instead of separate variables for Sex and Pills. Also, we recoded missing values for males in the original data to define Pills and Pregnant variables (Supplementary Table S2 ). To check that the absence of signal in the previous analysis was not due to differences in regression models, but due to usage of a SNP test instead of a haplotype cluster test, we performed a single-SNP analysis (Figure 1 ). For each genotyped SNP in each region found to be associated with LDL by haplotype cluster tests, we performed single-SNP tests using the model Figure 1 ). The smallest haplotype cluster P-value in each region was 1.7 Â 10 À15 , 1.2 Â 10 À14 , 6.5 Â 10 À14 , and 8.7 Â 10 À12 respectively. The most significant cluster in each region had, respectively, 2438, 174, 168, and 174 individuals with haplotypes in the cluster.
No region on chromosome 4 has previously been reported in LDL GWAS (see Online Resources). 14 Table 3 ). The most common allele sequence carried by the haplotypes in the cluster was associated with 0.502 mmol/l higher LDL (95% CI: 0.370-0.633 mmol/l, P-value: 2.50 Â 10 À14 ) in a regression model that followed Equation 1, except with Cluster replaced by the number (0, 1, or 2) of an individual's haplotypes carrying the allele sequence. This allele sequence had a sample frequency of 182/(4899 Â 2) ¼ 1.9%. Using a leave-one-out analysis, we investigated whether the traitcluster associations of Table 1 could be artifacts of genotype error. For each SNP in a trait-associated region, we removed the SNP from the data, repeated the analysis from phasing through haplotype cluster testing, and recorded the minimum haplotype cluster test P-value in the repeated analysis. We analyzed SNPs in an extended region beginning 2 Mb upstream and ending 2 Mb downstream of the traitassociated region. We used the same eigenvectors as in the original analysis. All other aspects of a repeated analysis were the same as in the original analysis. The largest (across left-out SNPs) minimum (across haplotype cluster tests for a left-out SNP) P-value was, respectively, 1.6 Â 10 À9 , 2.6Â 10 À11 , 1.5Â 10 À12 , and 2.6 Â 10 À9 for the regions on chromosomes 16, 1, 4 and 19 (respective minimum P-values in the original analysis: 1.7 Â 10 À15 , 1.2Â 10 À14 , 6.5 Â 10 À14 , and 8.7 Â 10 À12 ). The P-values for the chromosome 1 and chromosome 4 regions are significant at the Bonferroni threshold of 6.92 Â 10 À10 , which suggests that genotype error did not drive the chromosome 1 and 4 associations in the original analysis. When removed from the data, three left-out SNPs on chromosomes 16 and 19 resulted in minimum haplotype cluster test P-values above the Bonferroni threshold of 6.92 Â 10 À10 . We examined the allele intensity plots for these three SNPs and did not observe poor clustering by genotype that would indicate genotype error (Supplementary Figure 1) .
We investigated whether the trait-cluster associations of Table 1 could be artifacts of residual population structure. For each trait, we created a QQ plot of P-values on the -log 10 scale. Since we would expect clusters that are not associated with a trait to have P-values distributed Uniform (0,1), we compared the trait's P-values to a Uniform (0,1) distribution, by plotting observed -log 10 (p (i) ) versus expected -log 10 (p (i) ), where p (i) denotes the ith largest of n considered P-values. Expected -log 10 (p (i) ) was calculated as -log 10 (i/n). We calculated the genomic inflaction factor as the median of the observed negative log 10 Abbreviations: HDL, high-density lipoprotein; LDL, low-density lipoprotein. For each association, we give the region in which the values of -log10(P-value) are elevated above background level. These are the regions shown in Figure 1 . The cytogenetic band containing a region and the P-value of the most significant haplotype cluster in the region are given. The association's position and a gene's distance from the association are defined in Materials and Methods. Genes are listed in order of ascending cM distance from the association. cM was calculated from hg18 bp positions using linear interpolation and the HapMap genetic map. 16 hg19 distances were obtained from hg18 bp positions using the liftOver program.
Supplementary Figure 3 . QQ plots for LDL including and excluding P-values of pseudomarkers in the three LDL-associated regions in Table 1 are given in Supplementary Figure 4 , and QQ plots for HDL including and excluding P-values of pseudomarkers in the HDL-associated region in Table 1 are given in Supplementary Figure 5 .
To further examine whether the association between LDL and the most significant haplotype cluster on chromosome 4q13.3-q21.1 could be an artifact of residual population structure, for this most significant haplotype cluster, we plotted the first two eigenvectors against each other, labeling haplotype cluster membership (Supplementary Figure 2) . Points corresponding to individuals belonging to the haplotype cluster appear to be spread around the same area as points corresponding to individuals not in the haplotype cluster, consistent with population structure not confounding the LDL-haplotype cluster association.
We identified 39 genes in the LDL-associated region on chromosome 4q13.3-q21.1 and calculated their distances away from the chromosome 4 association ( Table 2) . Experimental evidence suggests a direct, mechanistic connection between some of the genes in this region and LDL. For instance, experimental evidence suggests that serum albumin, the protein product of ALB, enhances cholesterol efflux from cells to LDL. 17 Experimental evidence also suggests that Platelet Factor 4, the protein product of PF4, binds cell surface LDL receptors, preventing serum LDL from entering cells. 18 We also found regions on chromosomes 1 and 19 associated with LDL and a region on chromosome 16 associated with HDL. We calculated the distance between each association that we found and the closest significant SNP in a previous analysis and a previous metaanalysis of the phenotypes (Table 3) . Although a previous single-SNP analysis of these data and a meta-analysis that included these data did not find LDL-associated SNPs on chromosome 4, these studies both found the LDL-associated region on chromosome 19 and the HDLassociated region on chromosome 16. In addition, the meta-analysis found the LDL-associated region on chromosome 1. 9, 15 Plausible candidate genes lie within these regions that haplotype cluster tests associate with LDL or HDL. For LDL, the chromosome 1 region includes PCSK9 and the chromosome 19 region includes APOE. For HDL, the chromosome 16 region includes CETP.
We hypothesized that the chromosome 1 and chromosome 4 regions were not identified in a previous single-SNP analysis of these data, and the chromosome 4 region was not identified in the LDL meta-analysis, 9,15 because haplotype cluster tests have higher power to detect these associations than single-SNP tests. For the chromosome 1 and chromosome 4 regions associated with LDL by haplotype cluster tests, we also performed single-SNP tests and compared the P-values with those of the haplotype cluster tests (Figure 1 ). In the chromosome 1 region, the smallest P-value for the single-SNP tests was 1.45 Â 10 À6 , whereas the smallest P-value for the haplotype cluster tests was 1.21 Â 10 À14 . In the chromosome 4 region, the smallest P-value for the single-SNP tests was 2.41 Â 10 À5 , whereas the smallest P-value for the haplotype cluster tests was 1.21 Â 10 À14 . Single-SNP tests do not identify the chromosome 1 and chromosome 4 regions as statistically significant at the commonly used 5 Â 10 À8 significance level.
DISCUSSION
We analyzed nine metabolic traits in the North Finland Birth Cohort for association with haplotype clusters defined using Beagle. We found a novel association with LDL on chromosome 4q13.3-q21.1 containing the ALB and PF4 genes. The association is significant (P-value 1.21 Â 10 À14 ), even after using a conservative Bonferroni adjustment for the number of tests performed across the genome and across traits.
We performed checks to be confident that the novel chromosome 4 association is real. Although trait-correlated genotype errors are unlikely for these data, we performed a leave-one-out analysis, leaving out each SNP in the chromosome 4 region and recording the minimum P-value. The largest minimum P-value was still Bonferroni significant. A further possibility is that population structure is inducing a spurious association. Population structure induces spurious associations if mean trait values differ between different genetic subpopulations. A standard and effective approach for reducing the impact of population structure is to adjust for principal component eigenvectors, as we did in this study. The genomic inflation factor for each analyzed trait was close to 1, which is consistent with eigenvectors effectively adjusting for population structure. Departures from model assumptions can also sometimes cause spurious results. In this case, we assume approximate normality of the trait values.
Outlier trait values were winsorized (adjusted toward the mean), reducing the risk that non-normality would induce spurious associa- Abbreviations: HDL, high-density lipoprotein; LDL, low-density lipoprotein. For each associated chromosomal region and each of two previous GWAS studies, 15, 19 we identified each study's genome-wide significant SNP that was closest to the association detected using haplotype cluster tests. An association's position is defined in Materials and Methods. cM was calculated from hg18 bp using linear interpolation and the HapMap genetic map. 16 hg19 bp was calculated from hg18 bp using the liftOver program.
tions. Because the number of individuals with haplotypes in the chromosome 4 cluster is relatively large at 168, the central limit theorem ensures that the distribution of adjusted mean trait values will be approximately normal even if there is a fair degree of nonnormality in the trait values. We also found haplotype cluster associations with LDL on chromosome 1 and chromosome 19 and with HDL on chromosome 16. The leave-one-out analysis did not suggest that genotype error drove these associations, and QQ plots and genomic inflation factors did not indicate that residual population structure drove these associations. Two of these associations were also detected in the earlier single-SNP association testing of these data. 9 The remaining association, of a chromosome 1 region with LDL, was not found in single-SNP analysis of these data, but has been found in a metaanalysis that included these data. 9, 15 The two associations that were found using haplotype cluster analysis but not with single-SNP analysis in these data (the chromosome 4 and chromosome 1 regions with LDL) demonstrate the utility of haplotype cluster analysis as a complement to single-SNP analysis, particularly in data such as these where there does not yet exist a large, publiclyavailable, well-matched reference panel for imputation. In contrast, single-SNP association testing identified many associations that were not found by haplotype cluster testing. Across all nine traits, the previous single SNP analysis of these data identified 29 additional associated regions that are not close to the four regions identified by haplotype cluster tests. 9 Hence, haplotype cluster testing should not be viewed as a replacement for single-SNP association testing.
Identification of the chromosome 1, chromosome 19, and chromosome 16 associations confirms that haplotype cluster tests can identify real associations, further lending credence to the novel chromosome 4 signal. Several genes, namely ALB and PF4, in the associated chromosome 4 region are good candidates for influencing LDL levels. Sequencing the chromosome 4 region of individuals belonging to the most significant, LDL-associated haplotype cluster on chromosome 4 could reveal nonsense or missense mutations in candidate genes that will identify the causal variants.
